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Fellowship Of Encouragement
With Reverence For The LORD Creator GOD

BE TRAINED IN STUDYING THE REAL, AND YOU WON’T BE FOOLED BY THE PHONY.
Just as a Bank would have it’s Employees Study the Real Money to be
able to Recognize Phony Money;
Studying The Bible Will Keep You
Away From Much Spiritual Error.

They have eaten from some tree of
knowledge, but though it might have
had some good, it also had Some
Evil. And has left them Spiritually
Naked. (Genesis 2:9, 17. 3:1-7).

Because we have several Generation of Children, who have grown
up to be Teens, Young Adults, Middle Aged and Old Adults who still
have so very little Knowledge of
The Bible, we also have many False
religions influencing the Mind.

Like Eve and Adam, The Tree Of
Life was in their midst, but they
choose the tree of knowledge because they wanted to be their own
god, and Not Answerable To Their
Creator. Let’s look a little deeper
here in these Bible Verses: ‘Tree of
Life’ in Hebrew, is talking about ‘a
Tree (from it’s Firmness). Life here
speaks of ‘Being Alive, raw, fresh,
strong living thing’ and refers to
GOD’s WORD. (See Hebrews 4:12).
Adam and Eve could have Chosen
GOD’s WORD, but refused it.

People will spout off ideas, and I
know it doesn’t come from the Bible, because I know it’s Teachings.
I’ve heard their ideas long enough
to know what religion these ideas
comes from. But most people don’t
even know why they believe in their
ideas, or where they got them
from? But they say that they really
believe in these ideas strongly?
The Bible calls these kinds of unshakable thoughts, ‘High Things
That Exalt Themselves Against The
Knowledge Of GOD’ (2 Cor 10:5);
Because people don’t want to
Lower them to even hear The Bible
Truth. They are already convinced,
because it keeps them from having
to make any Shifts in their Thinking Patterns, or Manner of life.

Instead they chose the ‘tree of
knowledge of good and Evil’ knowledge here is ‘cunning ignorantly,
wittingly unaware, and comes from
a root word meaning ‘to ascertain
by seeing, observation (even by punishment). ‘good’ here is speaking of
being a ‘good’ man or woman. They
thought knowledge would make
them good, or better, than they were
with Creator. ‘evil’ here refers to
sin, bad (natural or moral); and adversity, calamity, displeasure, dis-

tress, grief, harm, ill, misery, sad,
naughty, mischief, sorrow. All of
these things Adam and Eve received for their bad choices.
“The fear of the LORD (Reverence
for Creator) is the Beginning of
Knowledge: but fools despise Wisdom and Instruction.” “How long,
ye simple ones, will ye love simplicity? And the Scorners delight in
their scorning, And Fools Hate
Knowledge?” “Turn you at My reproof: Behold, I Will Pour Out MY
SPIRIT Unto you, I Will Make
Known MY Words Unto you.”
“Because I Have Called, and ye refused; I Have Stretched Out MY
Hand (JESUS Christ), and no man
regarded; but you have set at
naught All MY Counsel, and would
have none of MY Reproof:” “And
they hated (MY) Knowledge, And
did not choose the Fear of the
LORD… Therefore they will eat
the fruit of their own way, and be
filled with their Own Devices. For
the Turning Away of the simple
will slay them, and the prosperity
of fools shall destroy them. But
those who Hear ME Shall Dwell
Safely, And Shall Be Quiet from
fear of evil.” (Read Proverbs 1:7-33).
Study The Real Knowledge Of GOD!

